
Internet Safety Tips for Parents
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Did you know??? (Statistics about kids and teens on the internet)

 93% of teens use the internet

 73% of teens have social media accounts

 25% of kids pretend to be older online

 1 in 20 teens admitted to arranging a secret meeting with someone they met online

 82% of cyber stalkers use social media to find out information about their victims

 32% of teens have admitted to hiding their search history to hide a website they’ve visited



Did you know??? (Facts on cyber bullying)

 90% of teens have witnessed social media bullying

 25% of kids say they have been bullied online more than once

 33% of kids age 12-17 are victims of cyber bullying

 Girls are 2X as likely to be cyber bullied

 80% of teens use smart phones regularly (smart phones are the most common 
device for cyber bullying)

 Only 10% of kids will report cyber bullying to their parents



Facebook Safety Settings 

 Privacy Settings (settings-account settings-privacy)

-Control who is allowed to contact you (Friends of Friends vs Everyone). 

-Control who can locate you by your e-mail address or phone number. 

-Review your account settings periodically (a few times a month) 

*Facebook does automatic updates that can alter your settings without you realizing.

 Timeline and Tagging Settings (settings-account settings-timeline and tagging)

-Control who can make posts to your timeline, and if you would like to review them before they are posted.

-Control who can view posts to your timeline and posts you are tagged in.

-Customize settings to to prevent  unwanted “friends” from viewing your profile

-See what is visible on your profile (“View As” a public profile observer)



Facebook Safety Settings 

 Follower Settings (settings-account settings-public posts) 

Following is a Facebook feature that allows people to “Follow” your posts, who are 
not your Facebook Friends. You never want to give someone the ability to access 
your information online. BEST CHOICE: “Friends only”

 Blocking (settings-account settings-blocking)

You can add names and e-mails of Facebook users that you do not want to be able 
to see your profile at all. This will block your visibility to them entirely on Facebook. 
They will not be able to view your profile or message you in any way. They can easily 
be “Unblocked” if you should make an error in blocking someone that you did not 
intend to block.



Facebook Safety Tips

-Don’t friend people you don’t know. “Catfishing” (falsifying identities online) has 
become an epidemic in our country. You never know who you could be speaking 
to. 

-Never “check-in” at home (or at a family member of friend’s home) on your 
Facebook wall. You don’t want people easily knowing when you’re home, not 
home, and where you live. 

-Never share personal information online. Make sure that your address, your family 
members, and your birthday are all private to “Only You”. These are great pieces of 
information for identity thieves to steal your identity and for cyber stalkers to 
contact you.



Snapchat Safety- Overview 

 Snapchat can be a fun way to send pictures and videos 
to your friends when used the right way. One of the most 
important aspects of using this app is to make sure you 
limit pictures to friends and people you can trust. Do this 
by keeping your “snaps” to Friends Only viewing at ALL 
times. When you allow people who aren’t your “friends” to 
send you pictures or receive the ones you send, you are 
putting yourself at risk.



Snapchat Safety Concerns 

Sharing inappropriate pictures: 

One of Snapchat’s most common uses is sending explicit photos. Many adolescents develop a false sense 
of security because they feel that they can send an explicit photo of themselves to a boyfriend, girlfriend, or 
friend, and it will be gone after the recipient views the picture. However, this is not a valid assumption. 
“Screenshotting” is a feature on most smart devices, and these images can easily be saved, posted online 
for shaming, or exposed elsewhere. 

Cyber bullying: 

Cyber bullies often send bullying pictures to their v ictims with the assumption that the picture will disappear 
before their v ictim can show it to an adult. This belief has increased the rate of cyber bullying substantially as 
bullies feel “safe” and that they can torment their v ictims without being caught. This is also a way that 
predators seeking to harm children are able to contact them. The belief that the evidence will be deleted 
makes them more likely to reach out and puts children in greater danger. This is another reason it is 
imperative that Snapchat settings are exclusively for friends and that parents review their children's “friend” 
list. With bullying, “screenshotting” is a way people who are being bullied are able bring the situation to light. 



Snapchat Safety Precautions 

 Safety precautions: 

-Report inappropriate content: If you suspect illegal or 
suspicious activity, you can report the user immediately by e-
mailing support@snapchat.com. 

-Blocking: Blocking unwanted user contact will help you 
stay as safe as possible. Blocking unwanted user contact will 
ensure your content can’t be accessed by someone 
suspicious or with ulterior motives. And that they will not be 
able to contact you.

mailto:support@snapchat.com


Snapchat Safety-Settings 

How to set Snapchat Privacy Settings:

-Face icon-

-My Story:

-friends only

-custom-block individuals from viewing your story

-gear icon (settings)

-Who can….contact me, view my story, see my 
location



Instagram Safety

 Activate “Private Account” to ensure that you can 
review and approve all followers

 Privacy settings allow you to control who follows 
you. With privacy settings, sending out a request is 
the only way to become a follower of someone. 
Therefore, only those who you approve to follow 
you can see your pictures. 

 Never follow or allow a stranger to follow you. 
Always confirm your friends’ accounts.

 NOTE TO PARENTS: Many kids are creating fake 
accounts to hide content from parents (finsta-a 
separate account for close friends). Kids also like to 
text using instagram because most kids know 
parents wont check messages.



Instagram Safety

 Location: To ensure safety, turn off location 
settings on the app within the settings field. 
Allowing location settings could allow a predator 
to find you or know when you are not home. 

 Profile Appearance: It is recommended not to 
use a picture of yourself for your profile photo, 
and to NOT use your name in your user name. 
This is the best choice for your safety and 
privacy.



Instagram Safety

-Block: You can “block” a follower after you have 
accepted them. Once blocked they will not be 
able to see or find your profile. This person will not 
know that you blocked them. (select the “…” icon 
on their page and select “block”)

-Report: You can “report” a follower who is posting 
inapprorpiate content. (select the “…” icon on their 
page and select “report”)

-Unfollow: You can “unfollow” someone by going 
on their page and selecting the icon of the person 
with the check mark next to it. Once unfollowed
you will not be able to see this person’s posts.



Twitter Safety

 “Protect My Tweets”–Go to your Twitter Settings (face icon/settings and privacy/Privacy and 
safety) and select this option. This will make your tweets visible only to your chosen audience. 
If selected you will have to approve each person who requests to follow you.

 Always be conscious of what you are clicking, who posted it, and if you can verify that they 
are a real human that you know and trust. Never allow anyone to be your Follower unless 
you know them personally and can verify them.

 “Geotagging” is an optional Twitter feature that makes your exact location public. If you do 
not wish to automatically broadcast your physical location, make sure that the setting is 
disabled in your Twitter settings.



Twitter Safety

 Regularly review the list of applications you have authorized to access your Twitter account 
via the Twitter Settings Connections page. Remove all applications from that list that you no 
longer need or use, and do not want to potentially access your personal information.

 Beware of unsolicited Direct Messages, otherwise known as DMs on Twitter (and many other 
social media platforms). Phishing attacks often use Direct Messages to direct users to a login 
page where they are asked to provide their username and password. They then use this 
information to compromise their account. 

 Report Tweet: Report any Tweet with inappropriate content or that is posted by a user who is 
misusing Twitter. (select the drop down arrow next to the Tweet and select “report tweet”)



Twitter Safety

 Blocking: Once blocked, a person wont be able to request to follow you or message you, 
you wont see notifications for them and they will not be able to see your account. *This is the 
most severe restriction

 Unfollowing: These accounts will not see your tweets and you wont see theirs. They will be 
able to contact you and request to follow you.

 Muting

-Muted accounts: By Muting an account you will no longer see their Twitter posts on your feed. BUT they will still be able to see 
your posts. A person is not notified when you “mute” them. (to access listed of muted followers: settings and privacy/
privacy and safety/safety/muted)

-Muted words: Add words that you would like filtered from your Twitter feed. Once selected you will not get notifications for Tweets 
that include them or see tweets with those words in your Timeline.

**To enable any of these settings select the drop down arrow next to a follower.



Inappropriate (and popular) apps for teens 

 Omegle-A free website that promotes free online chatting with strangers.

 WhatsApp-This app allows free unlimited text, photos etc between iphone users who have this app. 
Teens use this because often adults are unaware of it and therefore don’t monitor them using it. 

Concerns:

-There is NO CENSORING so people can send any type of inappropriate communication. 

-It does not require a password so anyone who can access your phone can send messages as you. 

-A location feature tells where you are whenever you post. 

-Predators favor this app because it is not as mainstream as others. Once they contact a teen they 
often guide them to communicating on this app because they feel it will be hidden.

 KIK-Messaging app that combines texting and social media.

Concerns:

-There is no age verification or parental controls.

-KIK is known for teens using it for sexualized conversation and sending graphic images.



Inappropriate (and popular) Apps for teens 

 Yellow- This app is designed to allow teens to flirt with each other in a Tinder like atmosphere.

 Whisper- An anonymous app that promotes sharing secrets and meeting new people.

Concerns: - There is an age restriction but it is not enforced.

-People can post publicly or message privately- both anonymously.

-The anonymous nature encourages users to feel safe and post private vulnerable 

thoughts. This allows predators to identify and contact vulnerable and naive targets.

-The anonymous nature promotes cyber bullying.

-The site has a location feature that is used to locate people near you often for inappropriate 

meetings (ex.”Looking for someone to have adult relations with within 5 miles”)

-The site has a search feature that encourages unhealthy behavior (ex. Search #thinspo, short for 
thinspiration, and you will be directed to content encouraging people with eating disorders to continue 

the behavior)



Inappropriate (and popular) Apps for teens 

 Ask.fm- Ask an anonymous question and get an answer. This app has been linked to the 
most severe form of cyber bullying.

Concerns:

-This site is very popular with tweens.

-This site has been linked to teen suicides as a result of cyber bullying.

 Wishbone-An app that allows users to compare kids against each other and rate them 
on a scale.

Concerns:

-This site is often used for cyberbullying as it is used to compare each other.

-It lends itself to online predators identifying vulnerable targets and contacting them.

-Strangers can contact users through a private message feature..



Inappropriate (and popular) Apps for teens 

 Vaulty: This app hides photos and videos but also snaps a picture of anyone who tries to access it with the 
wrong password.

 Calculator%: This app looks like a calculator but functions as a secret photo vault

-type “.”, a 4 digit code and another “.” in the calculator to access hidden content

-children are using this to hide photos and videos

 Burnbook: Post anonymous rumors about people through anonymous audio messages texts and photos.

 Hot or Not: Strangers rate your profile. Goal is to lead to an adult encounters

-private messaging often used as a way for inappropriate communication

-results in hurt feelings and self esteem issues based on rating

-location feature allows easy meeting with strangers

-site states it separates teens and adults but there is no verification process



The trend (and danger) of “challenges”

Social media has allowed a vast platform for teens to engage in and post themselves 
attempting “challenges”. Teens are more vulnerable to this due to peer pressure. Often 
challenges are dangerous and at times deadly. 

Examples:

-Duct tape challenge-kids tape a peer with duct tape and challenge them to break free. Has 
resulted in severe injuries.

-Cinnamon challenge-swallow 1TB of cinnamon in less then 1 minute with no water. This can cause 
choking and collapse a lung.

-Choking game-hold your breath (or a peer will choke you) as long as you can to see who can last 
the longest before passing out. Estimated close to 700 fatalities from this game.

-Banana peel challenge-challenge is to test if banana peels are as slippery as shown on TV. There 
have been resulting deaths and injuries from related falls.

-Chubby bunny challenge-shove as many marshmallows in your mouth as you can and say the 
words “chubby bunny.” Children have choked to death.

-Pickled egg challenge-eat 3 in under a minute. 3 peoplehave died due to choking.



The trend (and danger) of “challenges”

-Cold water challenge-challenge people to jump in to a freezing body of water. Has resulted in 
deaths due to hypothermia and drowning.

-Necknominations-Film yourself drinking an alcoholic beverage (often a large quantity or in an odd 
way) and challenge friends to do the same. Has resulted in fatalities.

-The fire challenge-person covers themselves in a non-flammable substance (ex. rubbing alcohol) 
and sets themselves on fire. Then try to put the fire out before they sustain burns or set their home 
on fire.

-Eraser challenge-rub an eraser on your skin while saying a word for each letter of the alphabet. 
Eraser can cause bleeding wounds.

-The snorting challenge-inhale various objects through your nostril and pull it out your mouth. 
Choking hazard.

-Car surfing-teens challenged to “surf” on the roof/bumper of a moving car.

-Salt and ice challenge-Hold a handful of salt and ice in a closed fist and see who can last the 
longest (endure the most pain). Can result in second and third degree burns.



Other online concerns….

 Game Chats

-Easy access for online predators

-Kids often are in contact with strangers/adults

-kids feel “safe” conversing with strangers because they feel video game chats are 
innocent

 Various games (Example: 5 Nights at Freddy’s)

-online and phone game popular with kids.

-the premise of the game is known to be psychologically and emotionally terrifying for 
children and has lead to increased fear and anxiety

-the game appears as a cartoon so it’s content is often over looked by parents



Most Important Internet Safety Reminders

 NEVER post any inappropriate photos of yourself or anyone you know. These could be used to 
target others and can be extremely harmful and hurtful. Posting inappropriate photos of yourself 
can have unexpected and negative repercussions in the future-college, employment etc.

 No photo or piece of personal information posted online anywhere (even with privacy settings) is 
ever100% safe and untouchable. Once something enters the internet, it is accessible for life. Your 
device can store deleted videos, photos and information, even after you have “deleted” it. Think 
ahead and think smart!

 Never meet in person with anyone you “first met” on the internet. Always inform a friend or 
parent/guardian when someone suggests this. 

 Avoid using your personal picture(s) as your “avatar” or “profile picture” online. 

 Delete, report and block any unwanted messages from anyone online, friend or stranger.

 Never share your password with anyone you don’t trust. Parents should know only.

 Never download or install software or anything on your computer or cell phone without knowing 
exactly what it is and who it’s coming from. This could lead to leaks in your devices for hackers to 
enter and steal your information through what they refer to as a “back door” virus or scam.



Most Important Internet Safety Reminders

 Always implement, maintain and consistently review all Privacy Settings options on all social 
media and internet platforms. 

 Change your passwords for your accounts (anywhere online) every 4-6 weeks to ensure your 
maximum security and protection online. Use difficult to decipher passwords that are easy to 
remember for you! (ex. use combinations of upper & lower case letters, numbers, etc).

 When creating your user name for any site, never include your personal information!

 Do not post any photos or videos of yourself or your friends without knowing the proper audience 
restrictions, and without the consent of the person whom you are posting.

 Never post your personal information online. This includes your phone number, address, your 
location (via social media, Google and any other search engines and websites).

 Never click an “AD” or “link” from someone you don’t know personally. This is the fastest and 
easiest way for someone to enter your computer and steal your personal information!

 If you ever resell your devices (cell phones, computers, laptops, tablets, cameras), always make 
sure that they are thoroughly wiped of your data and information. Contact your manufacturer for 
instructions on how to remove all of your personal images, videos, information, etc.



Resources for Parents

 Common Sense Media-www.commonsensemedia.org

Provides independent reviews, age ratings and other information about all types of 

media.

 NetSmartzKids-www.netsmartz.org

Netsmartz is an educational program that provides age-appropriate resources to help 
teach kids how to be safer on and off line through interactive games and videos.



Tips for parents

Basic ways to keep your child safe:

-Talk to your children about internet safety

-Sign an “internet safety contract” (see sample)

-Keep the computer in a public area of your home

-Observe and monitor online behavior

-Spend time online with your child and model appropriate “nettiquette”

-Set a time limit for computer use

-Become familiar with the sites your child visits



Tips for parents continued…

-Know your child’s online “friends”

-Know your child’s passwords

-Keep your security software up to date

-Set phone to notify you when anyone tries to purchase anything/download an app-Ask To 

Buy (see directions below)

-Time your children’s use on apps

-“Follow” your children and their friends on all social media sites

-Enable “Find my i-phone” if there are safety concerns and you need to monitor your child’s 
location

-Set parental controls on your child’s Apple devices (see “Support.apple.com” for detailed 

instructions)



Family Sharing on Apple-Ask to Buy

With Ask to Buy through Family Sharing, when a child initiates a new purchase or free 
download, a request goes to the “family organizer” to be approved or denied. This can be 
done from any Apple device. *Children 13 and under are automatically linked and anyone 
under 18 can be included.

On iPhone, iPad, or iPod touch-

-Go to Settings > [your name] and tap Family Sharing. If you're using iOS 10.2 or earlier, go to Settings > 
iCloud and tap Family.

-Tap your family member's name.

-Tap Ask to Buy.

On Mac

-Choose Apple menu > System Preferences > iCloud.-

-Click Manage Family and select your family member's name.

-Select Ask to Buy.




